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ABSTRACT

In this study, treatment of a local South African oil refinery effluent using a coagulation flotation process is designed using
response surface methodology (RSM). A Box-Behnken design (BBD) implementing the RSM is applied to evaluate the effects
and interactions of three operating parameters, viz., pH, coagulant dosage and flotation time, on the treatment of mineral oil
wastewater (MOW). Polyacrylamide (Zetag-FS/A50), which is a water-soluble compound, is applied to enhance the adsorption
mechanism and intermolecular bridging to minimise the amount of oil droplets. In addition, due to the monomeric nature
and the charge density of the Zetag-FS/A50, its efficiency was evaluated to serve as an alternative coagulant for the pretreatment of the MOW. The removal of chemical oxidation demand (COD), soap oil and grease (SOG), total suspended solids
(TSS) and turbidity from the MOW were used as the response variables for the coagulation flotation process. This was done
with a standard dissolved air flotation jar test. The results show that the actual COD, SOG, TSS and turbidity percentage
removal at optimised conditions with a coagulant dosage of 50 mg/L were 82%, 83%,70% and 83% respectively, while the
predicted response was 92%, 96%, 73% and 87% for COD, SOG, TSS and turbidity, respectively. The analysis of variance
(ANOVA) showed that the proposed models are significant at a 95% confidence level. A quadratic model was generated
for response variables COD and SOG, while TSS and turbidity produced a linear model. The models fitted well with the
experimental data with correlation coefficients (actual R2) of 0.94 for COD, 0.91 for SOG, 0.81 for TSS, and 0.75 for turbidity.
The outcome of the study shows that the RSM has merit to optimise and identify the most important factor to control and the
Zetag-FS/A50 coagulant has the potential to adsorb the oil droplets in order to enhance the treatment efficiency of the process.
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INTRODUCTION
Chemo-physical treatment of industrial mineral oil wastewater
(MOW) before discharge is necessary for the conservation of
freshwater supplies and the protection of the environment.
Petrochemical or oil contaminants in water pose a threat to the
environment and water bodies, and to industrial equipment
through corrosion and an increase in the cost of maintenance
(Jamaly et al., 2015; Yu et al., 2017). The principal focus
of addition of coagulant chemicals to physical separation
processes is to effectively reduce the workload for downstream
treatment. However, this has its own limitations, with high
sludge production and a high cost of operational chemical
procurement (Hosny et al., 2016; Kweinor Tetteh et al., 2017).
The selection of the right type of polymeric coagulant for
application depends on its sensitivity and operating conditions,
applied in the right proportion to initiate neutralization,
stability and mobility of the colloidal oil droplets in order
to enhance treatment effectiveness (Hosny et al., 2016). The
removal of the targeted contaminants in the MOW, the type of
coagulant, coagulant dosage, pH and flotation time also play
an important role to enhance the treatability and efficiency
(Zouboulis and Avranas, 2000; Daud et al., 2015). Therefore,
the Box-Behnken design (BBD) of experiment was adapted
from the response surface methodology (RSM) to optimise
the relevant operating parameters in order to reduce the
researcher’s experimental workload and high cost of chemical
usage, and to avoid uncertainty on industrial application
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(Chavalparit and Ongwandee, 2009; Li et al., 2016; Tetteh and
Rathilal, 2017).
Chemical and physical techniques, such as the coagulation
flotation mechanism, have been widely used in industrial
wastewater systems for separating oil from water, due to
their effectiveness (Mousa and Hadi, 2016). However,
coagulation flotation is a complicated process, which involves
a series of physical-chemical interactions for the removal
of contaminants, depending on the type of coagulant
(Diya’uddeen et al., 2011; Daud et al., 2015). Coagulation, which
is usually the first stage in a pre-treatment process, neutralises
the charge of the oil droplets and forces them to agglomerate.
A study carried out by Al-Shamrani et al. (2002) found that,
by using coagulation as a chemical pre-treatment of water quality of 100 mg/L of oil, the base oil can easily be removed by the
flotation process. Also, inducing of dissolved air bubbles and the
coagulated oil droplet floc enhance the buoyancy force exerted by
the flotation process, enabling the oil droplet to float and be separated (Hosny et al. 2016). To bring about attraction and adsorption of oil droplets to the surface flotation tank, for effective separation, requires the application of a polymeric organic coagulant.
This is a new hetero-coagulation technique for industrial wastewater treatment, especially for wastewaters with suspended or
emulsified oil, whose organic phase prefers to float than to settle
(Vijayaraghavan et al., 2011; Jamaly et al., 2015). There are some
drawbacks to conventional wastewater treatment associated with
the use of inorganic coagulants (e.g. aluminium and iron salts),
such as high volumes of sludge generation, and high pH and
dosage requirements (Hosny et al., 2016; Kweinor Tetteh et al.,
2017; Yu et al., 2017). Therefore, application of polymeric organic
coagulants has become the alternative method to reduce the high
sludge volumes generated when utilising inorganic coagulants.
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The molecules of the organic polymers are held together
by recapping covalent bonds; their ionisation functional group
is categorised based on the electric charge they carry, viz.,
positively charged or cationic polymers and negatively charged
or anionic polymers. In addition, the charged or ionic polymers
are usually called polyelectrolytes while those with no charge
are known as non-ionic polymers (Li et al., 2008; Vedoy and
Soares, 2015). In general, the main mechanism of coagulation
is charge neutralisation and bridging of the oil micro-droplet
flocs to produce macro-droplet flocs, which depends on
the molecular charge and the charge density. Some of the
polymers used for coagulation are of low molecular weight
with high cationic charge density, for example, hydrolysed
polyaluminium sulphate (PAS), polyacrylamide, melamine
formaldehydes, polyamine, polyacrylamides (Zetag-FS/A50)
and polydiallydimethyl ammonium chloride (polyDADMAC)
(Zouboulis and Avranas, 2000; Bolto and Gregory, 2007; Li
et al., 2008; Guan et al., 2014; Oliveira et al., 2014; Kweinor
Tetteh et al., 2017). There has recently been extensive and
ongoing work looking for an alternative coagulant for chemical
treatment that is capable of meeting more stringent treatment
standards. Some limitations include metal salts presence in
the discharge effluent, high procurement cost, water quality
not meeting the standard for reuse and sludge management
problems arising from the use of chemicals (coagulants)
(Chollom et al., 2015; Jamaly et al., 2015; Vedoy and Soares,
2015; Yu et al., 2017).
Polymeric organic coagulant usage in MOW treatment,
due to the presence of hydrolysed metal salts, is sensitive to
pH and reduction of the metal salts in the discharge water. In
addition, its molecular weight and degradability varies, aiding
in separation of solid-liquids (emulsified oil) whose molecules
does not settle easily (Vijayaraghavan et al., 2011; Yu et al.,
2017). As part of this study, a field study on a local South Africa
wastewater treatment process was conducted and an expert
consulted at a local water treatment plant reported, based on
experience, that Zetag-FS/A50 has super-surfactant merits
when applied in treating industrial wastewater. However, it
has some drawbacks for the environment when attention is
not paid to over- or under-dosage, such as (a) re-dispersion
of impurities, (b) increase in sludge formation and (c) high
turbidity (Bolto and Gregory, 2007; Guan et al., 2014; Oliveira
et al., 2014). It is therefore important to pay attention to the
coagulant dosage throughout the treatment process.
With the rapid development in wastewater treatment
technologies, where optimisation is of great concern in the
production industries, many researchers are looking for the
most important tool for process optimisation, in order to
enhance, maximise or minimise the response of the water
quality or property (Chavalparit and Ongwandee, 2009;
Khannous et al., 2011; Li et al., 2016; Pambi and Musonge,
2016). RSM is a dynamic and important tool for the design
of experiments (DOE) to evaluate the relationship that exists
between process input and output variables. A series of runs
are usually made by effecting changes to the input variables.
After data collection, statistical analysis and modelling is
done to identify the reason for the changes in the output
variables. Inaccuracy that occurs in physical experiments
is associated with measured errors, while in computer
simulations numerical noise and round-off errors occur when
an iteration does not converge completely. In RSM, errors
are assumed as random; hence, strategy is adapted to select
the point where the response is evaluated. In respect of this,
for the optimal design, the input variables which have a large
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impact are identified and a response model for predictions
or for further investigations is obtained (Li et al., 2016).
The optimisation of multiple factors in the conventional
method (varying one factor and keeping others fixed at
specific conditions) has limitations, such that it ignores the
interactions amongst the variables. This is not only time
consuming, but also renders the method incapable of reaching
the true optimum conditions. RSM has been successfully
applied in optimising wastewater treatment processes.
According to Li et al. (2016), application of RSM for process
optimisation indicates the area within the design region
where a desirable result can be attained. Pambi and Musonge
(2016) used RSM to optimise sugar refinery wastewater
treatment process, and reported that RSM offers an alternative
way to optimise a process for effective treatment..
This study focused on the relationship between
treatment response for MOW and operating parameters of
the coagulation flotation process, which forms the basis for
promoting the application of Zetag-FS/A50 for chemical
treatment of industrial oil-water. The RSM using BBD of
experiment is employed to optimise and evaluate the most
influential factors, from pH, coagulant dosage and flotation
time. This aimed to maximise the removal of chemical
oxidation demand (COD), soap oil and grease (SOG), total
suspended solids (TSS) and turbidity. To assess the accuracy
of the model, the predicted value was compared with the
experimental results to find the optimal operating parameter.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Coagulation flotation process
The industrial mineral oil wastewater obtained from a local
South Africa oilfield was characterized as follows: high
content of COD (11 978 mg/L), SOG (1 218mg/L), TSS (1
067 mg/L), and turbidity (2 753mg/L) (Kweinor Tetteh et
al., 2017). All of the analyses were done using the protocols
of standard methods for analysis of water and wastewater
(APHA, 2012). The COD was analysed using a Hanna HI
83099 COD and multiparameter photometer. The TSS analysis
was performed with a Hach DR890 portable calorimeter.
Turbidity was observed with a Hach 2100N turbidity meter.
The South Africa Bureau of Standards Standard Method 1051
was used to analysis the SOG. The polyacrylamide (Zetag-FS/
A50) was supplied by Rheochem (Pty) Ltd, South Africa.
With the BBD of experiment, adjustment of the pH (4; 5; 6)
was done with 1.0 M H3PO4. The jar test experiment was
done using a DAF jar tester with six 1 L rectangular jars and
a 8 L recycle air saturator operated at a pressure of 350 kPa.
After the addition of the required coagulant dosage (30; 40;
50 mg/L), the mixture was mixed at a speed of 250 r/min for
2 min. The speed was then reduced to 30 r/min for 15 min to
promote floc growth. The setup (Fig. 1) was maintained for
the flotation time prescribed by the DOE (10; 15; 20 min).
Response surface methodology (RSM)
RSM is a collection of mathematical and statistical tools,
usually used to improve process optimisation. In addition, it
is used to evaluate the relative significant effects of multiple
factors in complex interactions. The experimental runs were
designed to obtain the desired response information through
the manipulation of the input variables in a cost-effective
manner. Design Expert 10.0.3 software was used for the
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Figure 1
Coagulation flotation process setup at a constant air saturator pressure of 350 kPa. Note: DA – dissolved air; O/D – oil droplets

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

process design and formulation of variables. The BBD adapted
from the RSM was used to study the effects of the variables
at a minimum number of experimental runs covered by the
design space. With 3 levels and 3 factors (pH (X1), coagulant
dosage (X 2) and flotation time (X 3)), 17 experimental trials
with 5 centre points were obtained. The experiments were
carried out in a random order to avoid unexpected variations
(errors) associated with the level settings, and the yield
compared with that predicted. Yields such as COD (Y1), SOG
(Y2), TSS (Y3) and turbidity (Y4) were calculated using Eq. 1.
𝑌𝑌n = (

𝑦𝑦0 − 𝑦𝑦1
) × 100%
𝑦𝑦0

				

The effectiveness of the polyacrylamide (Zetag-FS/A50) as a
coagulant was measured by the water quality or percentage
removal of contaminants. Zetag-FS/A50, which is a type of
polymeric organic coagulant, was effective in separating oilin-water emulsions. The dissolved monomers of Zetag-FS/A50
are induced to polymerise through the action of free radicals.
The relationship between the 3 input variables, namely, pH
(X1), coagulant dosage (X2) and flotation time (X3), and the 4
responses (COD (Y1), SOG (Y2), TSS (Y3) and turbidity (Y4)) for
the coagulation flotation process was analysed with RSM. The
experimental data collected were modelled to obtain significant
model terms for a good fit in each model response.
From Table 1, the results obtained from the design matrix
show that the Zetag-FS/A50 was effective in the removal of

(1)

where Yn, y0 and y1, respectively, represent the response variable,
initial and final values for the coagulation flotation process.

Table 1
Experimental design and responses
Random
runs

Standard
runs

(X) Input variables
pH

(Y) Response yield efficiency

Coagulant dose
(mg/L)

Flotation
time (min)

COD
(mg/L)

SOG
(mg/L)

Turbidty
(NTU)

TSS
(mg/L)

14

1

5

40

15

87

91

80

71

15

2

5

40

15

84

90

83

70

11

3

5

30

20

80

70

73

63

3

4

4

50

15

84

87

79

68
66

6

5

6

40

10

79

75

78

13

6

5

40

15

84

86

81

69

12

7

5

50

20

85

88

84

69

4

8

6

50

15

81

88

83

67

7

9

4

40

20

77

83

83

68

17

10

5

40

15

82

90

85

68

8

11

6

40

20

77

84

84

67

1

12

4

30

15

75

73

71

61

5

13

4

40

10

79

84

80

66

2

14

6

30

15

78

72

72

65

10

15

5

50

10

83

89

84

69

9

16

5

30

10

79

81

74

62

16

17

5

40

15

83

88

82

61
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the contaminants, which are given as COD (80–90%), SOG
(70–90%), TSS (70–85%), and turbidity (60–75%). This occurred
via the mechanism of flocculation of the oil droplets and the
repulsion between the oil droplets and air bubbles (Saritha et
al., 2015).
Response/water quality models
In modelling and analysing how a process response is being
affected by the input variables, optimising of this response
requires a mathematical and statistical tool, which was
provided in this case by the RSM. The main purpose of RSM
is to understand and evaluate the effect of multiple parameters
and their interactions with each other in bringing about the
response(s). The output parameters (responses) were expressed as
functions of the input process parameters. A second-order model
was identified which fitted the response variables; this was in the
form of a quadratic polynomial equation expressed as;
y = b0 + ∑nn=1 bi xi + ∑ni=1 bii xi + ∑ii<j,k ∑j,k bijk xi xj xk		

(2)

Where, y is the response variable to the model input variables;
xi, xj and x k. The terms b0, bi, bii and bijk represent the offset
terms or the intercept, the linear coefficient, quadratic
coefficient and the (ijk)th interactive coefficient, respectively.
The increase in removal of COD, SOG, TSS and turbidity
was found to be most affected by polymeric organic coagulant
dosage. The coagulant dosage accelerated oil droplet floc
formation, with an increase in buoyant density to avoid
breaking of the flocs during flotation. The adjustment of the
pH contributed to the difference in the surface charge of the
OH− and H+ ions present in the oil emulsion. This demonstrated
concurrent charging of the oil droplets assisting them to
agglomerate (Al-Shamrani et al., 2002). It was found that the pH
and the flotation time had less influence on the efficiency of the
Zetag-FS/A50 in removal of the contaminants. This is because
polymeric organic coagulants are effective at a wide range of pH
(Vedoy and Soares, 2015). Although the coagulant dosage was
found to be the most influential factor, under-dose or overdose
can hinder the objective of reducing the cost associated with
chemical usage or improving water quality (Saritha et al., 2015).
In this case, the pH and the flotation time were kept at constant
optimum conditions of 5 and 15 min, respectively. The coagulant
dosage was then evaluated at 30, 40 and 50 mg/L to verify the
predictive ability of the derived models.

TSS (Y3) = 55.42 + 0.625X2								

(5)

Turbidity (Y4) = 45.35 + 0.56X2							

(6)

where X1, X2 and X3 represent pH, coagulant dosage (mg/L) and
flotation time (min).
The model equations (3; 4; 5; 6) are limited to the ranges considered for 4 < X1 < 6; 30 < X2 < 50; and 10 < X3 < 20. The ANOVA
for the response models shows that the magnitude of the F-test
and the P-value was less than 0.05; thus, the model is significant.
Table 2 shows the statistical analysis of the derived models
for the various responses. The best model was selected based on
how low the standard deviation or how high the actual R 2 and
predicted R 2 values are for each corresponding water quality.
The quadratic models were selected for COD and SOG with
standard deviation, actual and predicted R 2 values of 1.7, 0.94,
0.84, and 3.26, 0.91, 0.90, respectively. Although in all cases, the
cubic model shows high actual R 2 values, it lacks the ability for
prediction and hence was not considered. In terms of turbidity
and TSS, the most appropriate model considered was the linear
model with 2.55, 0.75, 0.68, and 2.46, 0.81, 0.66, as the standard
deviation, actual and predicted R 2 values, respectively.
The response three-dimensional (3D) plots
The three-dimensional (3D) contour graphs are a visual
representation of the interactions and variation of the factors in
the models. The response surface obtained from the BBD model
shows that the optimum levels were closer to the directions
of maximum contaminant removal. Figures 2 and 3 show the
quadratic model fitting responses while Figs 4 and 5 show the
linear model responses. In all cases, the flotation time was
kept constant, while the pH and coagulant dosage was varied.
In this study, the pH (X1) effective region was identified as 4.5
to 5.5 and that of coagulant dosage (X2) as 40 to 50 mg/L. At
a constant pH of 5, effective removal of COD and SOG was
observed, but the pH had no significant effect on TSS and
turbidity removal, unlike coagulant dosage.
Table 2
Statistical analysis of the models
Responses Model source

COD

ANOVA
This study used an experimental data approach to develop the
response models in order to establish the relationship between
the input variables and the response. The performance and
sensitivity of the models were evaluated using analysis of
variance (ANOVA). The coefficient of the determined actual
R 2 and the predicted R 2 was also assessed in order to select
the best models for the various responses. The correlation of
the empirical relationship between the percentage residual of
the output responses and the input process parameters was
expressed by the following model equations:
COD(Y1) = –19.75 + 40.38X1 – 1.28X2 + 2.33X3 – 4X12 + 0.02X 22 – 0.08X32
		
(3)
SOG(Y2) = –101.11 + 41.78X1 + 3.63X2 – 4.33X12 – 0.034X 22
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(4)

SOG

TSS

Standard
deviation

Actual R2

Predicted R2

Linear

3.12

0.64

0.32

2FI

3.52

0.65

−0.48

Quadratic

1.70

0.94

0.84

Cubic

1.87

0.96

Linear

4.78

0.62

0.37

2FI

5.01

0.68

0.04

Quadratic

3.26

0.91

Cubic

1.67

0.99

Linear

2.46

0.81

0.66

2FI

2.61

0.83

0.45

Quadratic

1.90

0.79

Cubic

1.92

0.76

2.55

0.75

0.68

Turbidity Linear
2FI

N/A

0.90
N/A

0.53
N/A

2.68

0.74

0.66

Quadratic

3.01

0.71

0.67

Cubic

3.96

0.72

N/A
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Figure 2
Response surface 3D plot of the COD (Y1) model at a constant flotation
time (X 3) of 15 min

Figure 3
Response surface 3D plot of the SOG (Y2) model at a constant flotation
time (X 3) of 15 min

Figure 4
Response surface 3D plot of the TSS (Y3) model at a constant flotation
time (X 3) of 15 min

Figure 5
Response surface 3D plot of the turbidity (Y4) model at a constant
flotation time (X4 ) of 15 min

Comparing experimental and model predicted results
In comparing the experimental results to the response models
predicted values, the result shows that increasing coagulant
dosage enhances the removal of the contaminants from the MOW.
In Fig. 6, it can be seen that at a coagulant dosage of 50 mg/L,
about 80% and above of the COD and SOG were removed in the
actual experiment. The model predictions at coagulant dosage
of 40 mg/L was also about 80% for COD and the SOG removal,
which is almost in agreement with the experimental results. This
demonstrated that the optimum operation parameters obtained
can be used to safeguard the oil-water separation process, improve
the effluent quality, and save time and cost.
Figure 7 shows that increasing coagulant dosage increases
percentage removal of TSS and turbidity. Although the model
may predict high removals of the contaminants, this may
not be physically possible as shown from the experiments.
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However, the results showed an excellent agreement between
the model predicted values and experimental data for the
different coagulant dosages. In addition, the coagulant dosage
was found to be the sole input variable that affected the removal
of TSS and turbidity.

CONCLUSION
The adaptation of the BBD from the RSM to evaluate the
efficiency of the polymeric organic coagulant has important
implications in optimising the interactive factors that affect the
coagulation flotation process for the separation of oil and water
for reuse.
The following were the outcomes:
• The characterization of the MOW is essential to ensure the
efficiency of the polyacrylamide (Zetag-FS/A50) and to meet
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Figure 6
Effect of coagulant dosage and predictions by the quadratic models for % removal of COD and SOG at a pH of 5 and flotation time of 15 min

Figure 7
Effect of coagulant dosage and predictions by the linear models for % removal of TSS and Turbidity at a pH of 5 and flotation time of 15 min

•

the trade-off for the effluent discharge. At the optimum
conditions of pH 5, coagulant dosage of 40 mg/L and flotation
time of 15 min, the model predicted above 80% removal of
the contaminants, which was similar to the experimental
results at a coagulant dosage of 50 mg/L. The coagulant dosage
was found to be the most influential factor, and proactive
monitoring of the dosage will ensure the optimal process
operation for effective reduction of the contaminants.
RSM serves as a reliable statistical tool for modelling
experimental data. This serves as a means of optimizing
the process in a shorter time period, reducing experimental
cost, and evaluating and making decisions for the process
response feedback. The response surface models showed the
effect of each input variable on the trend of all the responses
at a confidence level of 0.95 when using ANOVA to assess
fit. The validation of the response models with additional
experimental data confirmed the model’s reliability for use
within the designed range of parameters. RSM is useful and
therefore recommended for future work on optimisation
and process improvement.
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